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Abstract. A subclass of the LR(O)-grammars, the class of simple chain grammars i introduced. 
Although there exist simpio chain grammars which are not LL(k) for any k > 0, this new class of 
grammars i very closely related to the LL(1) and simple LL(1) grammars. In fact it can be shown 
that every simple chain grammar has an equivalent simple LL(1) grammar. 
Cover properties for simple chain grammars are investigated and a deterministic pushdown 
transducer which acts as a right parser for simple chain grammars i presented. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider a subclass of the LR(O) grammars which has some 
interesting properties. -Thisclass of grammars, called the simple chain grammars, has 
a very simple and natural bottom-up parsing method. Our definition of a simple 
chain grammar was originally motivated by the parsing method for production prefix 
grammars as introduced by Geller, Graham and Harrison [4]. However, they start by 
constructing aparsing graph for a context-free grammar and give conditions which 
ensure that the parsing algorithm works correctly. In our approach we start with a 
grammatical definition and as can be shown a slightly adapted version of their parsing 
method can be used. There is also a very strong and clear correspondence with the 
LR(0) parsing method [3]. 
This paper is mainly concerned with the properties of simple chain grammars and 
languages. For the time being we consider only simple chain grammars for which no 
look-ahead is allowed. An extension with lookahead seems to be straightforward 
and is not considered here. The class of simple chain grammars i such that it properly 
contains the class of simple LL(l) grammurs. However, each simple chain grammar 
can be transformed to an equivalent simple LL(l) grammar. Thus the simple chain 
grammars generate xactly the simple LL( 1) (or s‘imple deterministic [131) languages. 
Besides the research reported in [4], work which is related to ours has been done by 
Lomet [16] and Conway [2]. 
* Part of the research reported in this paper was first presented at the Fourth Colloquium on Automata, 
Languages and Programming in Turku (Finland), 1977 (cf. [18]). 
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Material which is closely related to the parsing method which can be used for 
simple chain grammars appears in the work of Kr61[ 141 and Kr61 and Demner [ 151. 
They consider some top-down properties of DeRemers LR(0) parsing method. A 
comparison with this work will not be given here. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. The remainder of this section is 
devoted to some preliminaries. In Section 2 we introduce the simple chain grammars. 
We develop some of their properties and give examples of grammars which are 
simple chain grammars but which are not, for any k, LL(k), LC(k) (i.e. grammars 
which can be parsed in a left corner munner with a deterministic pushdown transducer 
scanning the input from left to right [l]) or leftparsable (i.e. grammars which can be 
parsed with a deterministic pushdown transducer scanning the input from left to right 
and resulting in a left parse [17]). Section 3 is devoted to relationships with some 
other classes of grammars and in Section 4 we give our results on simple chain 
languages. We give transformations to simple chain grammars in Greibuch normal 
form and to simple LL (1) grammars. From these results ome decidability questions 
can be answered. Section 4 is concluded with results concerning rammar covers for 
simple chain grammars. 
Preliminaries 
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of formal languages and 
automata theory [l]. Some of them are reviewed below for notational reasons. 
A context-free grammar (cfg) is denoted by G = (N, T, P, S), where N is the set 
of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, V = N v T, PC_ N x V‘ is the set of 
context-free productions and S is the start symbol. Elements of N will be denoted 
by A, 0 . . , S ; elements of T by a, b, c, . . . ; elemetits of V by U, . . . , 2 ; elements of 
V*bya,P,r,&=..; and elements of T* 6y u, v, w, x, y, z. Instead of writing (A, ar ) 
in P we will write A + ar in P. The length of Q E V* is denoted by ]cu I;the symbol E is 
reserved for the empty string. If Q( E V*, then”% denotes cy if Ia I< n and otherwise 
the prefix of Q! of length n. The set of productions P is said to be prefix-free if A + a! 
and A + c@ in P implies p = E. 
The relation +c, V* x V* is defined as follows: for any cy, @ E V% + /3 iff 
Q! = CY~ACY*, p = cwl&az and A +& is in P for some A EN and cyl, at?, & E V*. If 
a 1 E T* or cy2 E T* we write a! =$I @ and CY =+ 63 respectively. Transitive and reflexive- 
transitive closures of these relations are defined in the usual way. If 
cyo*cy1** ” * am, then this sequence is said to be a derivation of (Ye from CYO. If in 
this sequence =+1 is used; then it is a leftmost derivation; if + is used, then it is a 
rightmost derivation. If a! E V*, then L(a) = {w E T* 1 a*** w}. The t’unguuge of G, 
denoted by L(G) is the set L(S). FIRST ((w) ={a E T 1 a +* a# for some t$ E V*}. 
Notice that P c N x V+. Hence there are no productions of the form A + 8, so that 
the cfg’s in this paper are assumed to be e-free. A cfg is cycle-free if there is no 
derivation A =$ A for any A E N. A nonterminal A is said to be left-recursive if 
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A a+ ALY for some Q! E V*. A cfg is said to be left-recursive if it has at least one 
left-recursive nonterminal. We &me that all the context-free grammars in this 
paper are reduced. 
Definition 1.1. A cfg G = (N, T, P, S) is in pseudo-Greibach normal form (pseudo- 
GNF) if every production in P is of the form A + aa, where a E T and Q! E V*. If 
ar EN*, then G is said to be in Greibach normal fom (GNF). 
Definition 1.2. A cfg G = (N, T, P, S) is an LL(1) grammar if for every pair A + CR 
and A +@ in P, if cu Z @, then FIRST (cu) n FIRST (p) = 0. G is said to be a simpZe 
LL( 1) grammar 
(i) if every productior a iz of the form A + a4(a E T, 4 E V*), and 
(ii) if A + at# and A + b$, then either a # b or aq3 = be. 
Our definition of an LL(l) grammar is somewhat simpler than the usual one (see 
for example [I]), this being a result of the fact that our grammars are e-free. It is 
well-known that LL(l) grammars are not left-recursive and that each simple LL(l) 
grammar is LL(1). 
2. Simple chain grammars 
In this section we introduce the class of simple chain grammars and discuss ome of 
their properties. 
Definition 2.1. A cfg G = (N, T, P, S) is said to be a simple chain grammar if P is 
prefix-free and for any A E N, CY, 4, I/ E V* and X, Y E V with X # Y, if A + 0x4 and 
A + cu Ye, then FIRST(X) n FIRST( Y) = 0. 
Our first task is to prove that each (E-free) LL(1) grammar is a simple chain 
grammar. After that we will be concerned with a definition of simple chain grammars 
which is equivalent with Def. 2.1 but in which some of the useful properties of simple 
chain grammars are explicitly mentioned. 
Lemma 2.1. Every LL(1) grammar is a simple chain grammar. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be an (E-free) LL( 1) grammar and assume that G is not a 
simple chain grammar. If P is not prefix-free, then there is A E N and Q[, p E V* such 
that 14 + cy, A + tx/3 and fl# e. This obviously contradicts the LL(l)-definition. Now 
suppose there exist A E N, cy, t&1,5 E V*, X, Y E V and kules A + CZX~, A + or Y# with 
X # Y and FIRST(X) n FIRST( Y) # 0. Since aX4 # a~ Ye and FIRST(Q!X~) n 
FIRST@Y+) # 0 there is again a contradiction with the LL(l)-definition. 
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Definition 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a cfg and let X0 E V. Then CH(Xo), the set of 
chains of X0, is defined by 
From Def. 2.2. it follows that each chain of X0 E V ends with a terminal. Moreover, 
if .X0 E T, then CH(X,J = {X0}. For any 7t E CH(Xo), I(a) denotes the last element of 
~.Thusif~=X&- l Xn, then Z(n) = X, and Z(P) E T. In the following lemmas 
and definitions G = (N, T, P, S) and V = N u T. 
Definition 2.3. Let X E K X is said to be chain-independent iff for each pair ~1,7r2 
in CH(X), if trl # 722, then Z(W~) # 1(~2). If each element of V is chain-independent, 
then V is said to be chain-independent. 
Clearly each terminal is chain-independent. Some other properties are listed in the 
following lemma. 
Lemm‘a 2.2. Let A E N: 
(i) If G is in GNF, then each chain in CH(A) is of length 2. 
(ii) A is a non-left recursive nonterminal if CH(A) is finite. 
(iii) CH(A) is a regular set. 
(iv) If V is chain-independent, then for each: li E V, CH(X) is finite. 
(v) If V is chain-independent, then G is a non-left recursive cfg. 
Proof. Results (i) and (ii) are obvious. Result (iii) can easily be obtained by 
constructing aregular grammar for CH(A). Result (iv) is also obvious and result (v) 
follows from (ii) and (iv). 
Definition 2.4. Let X, YE V, X # Y. X and Y are said to be mutually chain- 
independent, and we write X* Y, if for each pair ~1 E CH(X) and VIE CH( Y) 
bl) # l(m). 
Lemma 2.3. Let X, Y E V, X # Y. Then X+ Y iff FIRST(X) A FIRST( Y) = 0. 
Proof. Trivial. 
Notice that a+ b for each pair a, 6 in T with a # b. The following corollary is 
obvious. 
Corollary 2.1. Cfg G = (N, T, P, S) is a simple chain grammar ilft’Pisprefix-free and if 
there are CY, 4, + E V*, A E N and X, Y E V with X # Y, such that A + CEX~ and 
A + a! Y#, then X+ Y. 
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Lemma 2.4. If FIRST(X) n FIRST( Y) = 8 for each pair A + cuxdl, A -3 a! Ye, where 
CY, 4, $ E V*, X, YE Vand X f Y, then V is chain-independent. 
Proof. Assume that V is not chain-independent. Hence there exist A EN and wl, 
VIE CH(A) such that WI# ~2 and l(wl) = Z(w2). Let ~1 =X0X1 0 l l Xn and 7~2 =
Y,y, l l ’ Y,, where X0 = Yo = A and X, = Y,. Then there exists a maximal i > 0 
such that X&r - 9 Xr = Y,Yl. 8 . Y;:, there exists a derivation A 37 X$i for some 
&E V” and there exist prciductions Xi *Xi+lJli+l, Xi + yI:+&+I, for some #i+j, 
&+I E V* such that Xi+1 # Yi+i. 
By hypothesis, then FIRST(Xi+r) n FIRST( Yi+l) = 0. But this contradicts the 
assumption that l(~r) = l(7~2). 
Notice that in this proof we explicitly 
Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.4, the following 
need the 
corollary 
possibility 
is obtained 
that 
in an 
Q! = E* From 
obvious way. 
Corollary 2.2. A cfg G = (N, T, P, S) is a simple chain grammar iff the following three 
conditions arc satisfied: 
(i) V is chain-independent. 
(ii) If there exist Q! E V+, 4, # E V*, A E N and X, YE V with X # Y such that 
A + txX4 arad A + cry@, then X* Y. 
(iii) P is prefix-free. 
Hence the three conditions in this corollary can be used as a definition of simple 
chain grammars and will be useful in proofs of properties of simple chain grammars. 
To illustrate the definition of a simple chain grammar we consider a few examples. 
Example 2.1. The cfg G with productions S -, AF, A + Ba, B + Cd, C + dF, F + Ga, 
G + Cb, C + ds’, F + a, B’+ b. For this cfg we have for instance CH(C) = {Cd}, 
CH{a} = {a}, and CH(F) = {Fa, FGCd}. One can easily verify that G satisfkz the 
three conditions of Corollary 2.2 and therefore G is a simple chain grammar. 
In the following two examples we list simple chain grammars which are not LL(k), 
LC(k) (for any k > 0) and left-parsable respectively. For definitions of these classes 
of grammars the reader should consult [ 1,171. The proofs are straightforward from 
these definitions. 
Example 2.2. The cfg G with productions S + aEc, S + aEd, E + aE and E -) ab is a 
simple chain grammar since V is chain-independent, P is prefix-free and IC + d and 
E* b. However, there is no k such that G is LL(k) or G is LC(R). 
Example 2.3. The cfg G with productions S + aEc, S + aEd, E + aEb, E + ab is a 
simple chain grammar. However G is not left-parasabie, that is, there does not exist a 
deterministic pushdown transducer which can act as a left parser for G. 
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Remark. In Section 4 we will give a transformation from simple chain grammars to 
simple LL(1) grammars. From the last example we can obtain a nice application of 
the theory of parsable grammars [17] and of covers [8]. The cfg G of Example 2.3 is 
not left-parsable, from which one can prove that there is no left parsable grammar 
which left covers G. Therefore, since simple LL(l) grammars are left-parsable, there 
is no simple LL(l) grammar which left covers G. Thus we can conclude that there is 
no algorithm which transforms asimple chain grammar G to a simple LL(l) grammar 
G’ such that, in general, G’ left covers G. For a more detailed discussion see [ 191 and 
Section 4. Also, the cfg of Example 2.2 is a simple chain grammar and it is not LL( 1). 
Therefore the LL(l) grammars are properly included in the class of simple chain 
grammars. 
Definition 2.5. Let G = (IV, T, P, S) be a cfg and let Q! E V*. Q! is said to be prefix-free 
if CY +* WI and Q +* w1w2 implies w2 = E. A cfg is said to be prefix-free if all 
nonterminals are prefix-free. A language L is prefix-free if w1 e L and w1 w2 E L 
implies w2 = E. 
Theorem 2.1. Every simple chain grammar is ,prefix-free. 
Proof, We have to prove that every nonterminal of a simple chain grammar is 
prefix-free. Let G = (N, ‘_c P, S) be a simple chain grammar. By induction on the 
length of the derivations we prove that any p E V’ is prefix-free. 
Basis. Consider two derivations of length 1 to obtain w1 and w1 w2 in T*; the case 
in which one derivation is of length 1 and the other is of length 0 cannot occur. If 
CC 3; w1 and JL +, ~1~2, then there exists a variable C E N and strings w’, w”, zl, 
22 E T* such that 
p = w’Cw”* w’z&‘= w1 and p = w’Cw”+ w’z~w”= WIW~. 
I r 
If w2 # E, then tl is a prefix of 22 and P is not prefix-free, whence w2 = E. 
Induction. Assume for all p E V’ and derivations p +F w1 and p +F w1 w2 with 
length less than n, we have w2 = E. Now consider derivations JJ +,* w1 and 
p +T w1 w2 with lengths less than or equal to n. Then there exist C tz N, p, ~1, 41, 
42 E V*, VI, 212, w’ E T* and X, Y E V such that C +P~X#~ and C + p1 Y42 are in P, 
with X Z Y and 
where pCw’ is the last right sentential form which these two ckrivations have in 
common. Since FIRST(X) n FIRST( Y) = 0 we must have $9: f E. Moreover, to 
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obtain both w1 and w1w2 there exists w f E and I+ f e such that ppl +,* we and 
PPI *? W where both w and WI@ are prefixes of wl, and both derivations are of 
length less than n. Since this contradicts the induction hypothesis we must conclude 
~‘2 = 8. This concludes the proof that every p E V+ and hence every A EN is 
prefix-free. 
Thesaem 2.2. Every simple chain grammar is unambiguous. 
proof0 we have to prove that each w E L(G), where G = (N, T, P, S) is a simple 
chain grammar, has exactly one (rightmost) derivation from S. Suppose S =+F w by at 
least two rightmost derivations. Then there exist A E N, p, &,42 E V* and X, Y E V, 
where X # y such that there are derivations 
A+Ix,~;w’ and A =3pY4$$ WI, 
I I 
where W’ # 8 is a substring of w. 
Since X* Y we must conclude that p is not prefix-free which is in contradiction 
with Theorem 2.1. Therefore there are no two such derivations. 
A characteristic feature of simple chain grammars is mentioned in the following 
theorem. The notation +y is used to indicate that the derivation is of length n. 
Tkorem 23. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar. Suppose there exist X, 
Y E V and a, 4, # E V* such that S 37 aX4 and S +‘; (YY$. If X f Y, then X* Ye 
Proof, The proof is by induction on the length of the derivations. To facilitate the 
induction Proof we take an arbitrary string p E V’ instead of the start symbol 9’. 
Basis. Let lu +: aXf#i and p +i aY&. Suppose p = yCp, where C E N and p, 
Y E V*. Then there are production’s C + ylXpl and C + y1 Yp2 in P such that 
YYI = a, PIP z 4 and p2p = & Since X # Y we obtain X+ Y. 
Induction. Let p a’; aX4 and p +; a! Y$ where X # Y and assume the property 
holds for all /A E V* and leftmnct derivations with length less than n. Then there exist 
~1, 4 &lp $1, p E V*, Xl, Y1 E V and C E N such that C +6X1& and C +SYo,h, 
where X1 # YI, and 
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with n =k+m+l. If m=O, then Xl= X, Y1 = Y and since Xl + Y1 we have also 
X$ Y. Otherwise, since arlS is prefix-free, there are two possibilities: 
(i) 
arlS +aX#;, where t#WlLp&p =4 
and 
Since m c n we have Xs Y. 
(ii) ar*s ** cy ’ is a prefix of (Y, that is Q! = cy ‘a! ”and 
and 
X1 3 s’X&, where 4 ‘1 is a prefix of 4 
Yl $dy+;, where $i is a prefix of #. 
Since Xl $ Y1 we have cy” = E and X+ Y. 
It follows that S ‘) wX4 and S +; WY* with X # Y implies X+ Y. 
In the remainder of this section we present some results on the rightmost 
derivations of simple chain grammars. 
First we have the following result. In this lemma w denotes the concatenation of 
the productions in the rightmost derivation. 
Lemma 2.5. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar. Let A E N, X E V, 
q5 E V* and vl, v2 E T* such that S +F 4Avl +r ~$Xv2, where A #X. Then there is 
v” E T* such that V’V~ =: 192 and A +y Xv’. 
Proof. Notice that we can not have 4 +T ~XU for some u E T* since 4 is prefix- 
free. Neither can we have 4 *f 4’, where 4’ is a proper prefix of C$ since there are no 
e-productions. Therefore we must conclude that A +TXv’ for v’ E T* and V’VI = ~2. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G = (N, T3 P5 S) be a simple chain grammar. Let a! E V*, X, Y E V 
and WI, WOE T* such that S +F arXw1 and S +F (YYw~, where X # Y. Then either 
X+ Yor there is a string u E T* such that S 3: CZXU +F a! Yw2 (or the symmetric case 
s a: CYYU a:’ a!Xw,). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the derivations. Let p E V’. AS 
basis we consider derivations of length one or less. 
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Basis. First consider derivations 
where X # Y. Then there exists p E V*, C E N, w E T and C + plX~~, C + p1 Yz12 in 
P, such that ppl = CY, ~iw = wl and U~W = ~2. Since G is a simple chain grammar we 
have X+ Y. 
Now suppose that JL = cvXwl and p =$, cy Yw2. Then CVXW I+ a Ywz, hence we 
have a derivation p +F aXw1 +F a! Ywz, which is of the desired form. The basis of 
the induction is now satisfied. 
Induction. Now suppose we have derivations 
&YXW, and cc &aYwz, 
r r 
where X # Y and the lengths of the derivations are less than or equal to n. Assume 
the property holds for all derivations with lengths less than n. There exist p, ~1, &, 
42 E V*, C EN, Xl, Yl E V such that C +P~X~& and C +pl Y&2 are in P, with 
J& # Yl and there exist derivations 
p spew *pplxlqblw &xw, 
r r r 
and 
&4 +cw *pplYl&w &YYwz. 
r r 
Since Xl + Yl and ppl is prefix-free there are two possibilities: 
(0 
pp1~cuxUl and pp1~~Y~2, 
r r 
where t)l is a prefix of w1 and 21~ is a prefix of w2. But then, since the iengths of these 
derivations are less than n, we have by the induction hypothesis either X# Y or there 
is a string 5’ E T* such that ppl +F arXz1 +T cyYv2, where v2 is a prefix of ~2. If ppl 
3: cyYv2, then there is a derivation 
&4 &lYl42W syc)1w~s(YYv~w~=cyYw2. 
r r r 
Moreover, since pp1 a: arXv +F cuYv2 we can write 
&4 ;$)&Y,#2w ~pplwt;Lyxtlw~~*Y~~w~=LyYw~. 
r r r r 
Therefore there is u = VW’E T* such that 11 L4: Cvxu +T cuYw2. 
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(ii) X1 splxw’,, and Yl &‘Y&, 
r r 
where p’ is a suffix of or and w ‘1 and wi are prefixes of w1 and w2 respectively. But 
then, since X1 g Y1 we have p’ = & and Xg Y. 
The proof of this theorem is now complete if we take JL =: S. 
Note. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that, if S +F cvXw1 and S & cyYw2, where 
X # Y and we do not have X$ Y, then there exists u E T* such that 
S & O~XU =+p QIYW~, where X +f Yw’ and w’ is such that W’ZJ = w2 (or the sym- 
metric case). . 
The following corollary is immediate from ‘Kzorem 2.4. We will need the 
following notation. For X, Y E V we write X I Y if there does not exist # E V* such 
that either X +* Y$ or Y +* X#. Notice that if X # Y, then X+ Y implies X l. Y. 
IfXIY,thenXf Y. 
eOrallary 2.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar. Suppose there exist 
ar E V*, X, YE Vand ~1, WOE T* such thatS *F aXw1 and S +f cuYw2.l’fXI Y, 
then X+ Y.. 
Note. Notice that we do not have S a,” cvXw1 and S +F cuYw2 implies X* Y. A 
counter-example is the cfg G with productions S + aXb, X + Yc and Y + a. G is a 
simple chain grammar and we have S 3: aXb and S *F a Ycb as possible deriva- 
tions but we do not have X* Y. Another example is the cfg with only productions 
S + aXii, S + axe, X + Y; Y + b and D + d which is also a simple chain grammar. 
Here we have derivations S *f aXd and S +F aYe, but we do not have X+ Y. 
3. Relationship of simple chain grammars with other classes of grammars 
In the examples of the preceeding section we have already seen some results of this 
kind, In particular we saw that each E-free LL( 1) grammar is a simple chain grammar. 
Here we will compare the class of simple chain grammars with the classes of 
grammars that are simple precedence, strict deterministic and LR(0). For the 
definition of simple precedence grammar the reader is referred to [l]. The definition 
of strict deterministic grammar can be found in [lo]. 
The cfg with productions S + Ab, S + Bc, A + a and B + ad is not a simple chain 
grammar. By constructing the Wirth- Weber precedence matrix one can easily verify 
that there are no precedence conflicts. Since the grammar is also uniquely invertible it
is a simple precedence grammar. On the other hand, the cfg with only productions 
S-, aA, S + bB, A + dc, B + dC and C -, c is a simple chain grammar and not a 
simple precedence grammar. 
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Corollary 3.1. The classes of simple chain grammars and of simple precedence 
grammars are incomparable. 
The cfg with only productions S + cb, S + Ab and A + a is a simple chain grammar 
but not a strict deterministic grammar. The cfg with only productions S + Ab, S + Bc, 
A + ad and B + ae is a strict deterministic grammar and not a simple chain 
grammar. 
Corollary 32. The classes of simple chain grammars and of strict deterministic 
grammars are incorlzparable. 
Definition 3.1 (LR(0) grammar [6]). The cfg G = (N, T, P, S) is said to be LR(0) iff 
S & S is not possible in fli and for each w, w’, x E T*; ‘y, cy, (Y’, p, /3’~ V* and A, 
A’E N, if 
The following proof, which shows that every simple chain grammar is an JAR(O) 
grammar was suggested by a referee. We show that if a cfg G is a simple chain 
grammar then the state sets of the usual LR(0) parsing algorithm for G do not 
contain inconsistent i ems. 
We recall a few definitions. However, to avoid too much repetition of terminology 
we assume that the reader is familiar with the construction of the LR(0) parsing 
method [ 11. 
Definition 3.2. Suppose that S ap CUA w =$, ap w in a cfg G. String y is a viable prefix 
of G if y is a prefix of Cup. We say that [A + & l &] is an LR(0) item for G if A + && 
is a production in P. This LR(0) item is vakd for a& (a viable prefix of G) if there is a 
derivation S *F CUA w + cyPl& w. 
For any viable prefix y of G define V(y) to be the set of LR(0) items valid for y. 
Define 
Y={sIs= V(y) for some viable prefix y of G}, 
the collection of LR(0) state sets for G. 
In the construction of 9’ each s E 9 is obtained as the union of a basis s t and a set 
which is achieved by taking the c hue of this basis set. We denote the basis set of a 
set s E 9 by basis(s). 
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Theorem 3.1. Every simple chain grammar is on lLR(0) grammar. 
Proof. Let 9 be the collection of state sets as defined above. First we have the 
following result: 
Claim. Let s E % If [A + a1 l az] and [B + PI l &] are any two distinct items in 
basis(s), then A = B and Q! I= @I. 
Proof uf the claim. By definition of 9 there exists y E V* such that s = V(y). It is 
convenient o prove the claim by induction on 1~1. 
Basis: Iyl =O. By convention (see Algorithm 5.8 [ 11) basis( y(e)) = 
W -, l a] 1 S -, a is in P} for which the claim is easily verified. Notice that for every 
state set s other than V(E) an item [A + CY~ l cyz] can only be in basis(s) if cyi # 8. 
Induction. Consider a string yX where y E V* and X E V. Assume that the claim is 
true for s = V(y); we will show that it is likewise true for s’ = V(yX). 
Let [A --52:X l (~~1 and [B +&X l &] be any two items in basis(s’). Then both 
[A --, a1 l Xaz] and [t3 + Se1 l X&i are in s. There are nc-w several cases: 
(i) cyi #E #pi. By the induction hypothesis A = 3 and cy 1 = PI, as desired 
since both items belong to basis(s). 
(ii) ui #E and pi = E. In this case [B + l x162] is obtained from some i.2m 
[C --) yl - Yy& basis(s), so that Y +l X4 for some 4 E V* and because of the 
induction hypothesis, C = A and y1 = al. Hence we have productions A + CQ Yy, 
and A + arlXarz. If X = Y, then X is left-recursive, which is not possible in a simple 
chain -grammar. If X # Y, then, since FIRST(X) nFIRST( Y) f 8, we obtain a 
contradiction with the definition of a simple chain grammar. 
(iii) cyi = e and pi f E. This case is symmetric to (ii). 
(iv) cyi = E = &. Then either A = B = S, hence the claim is satisfied, or [A + 
Xaz] and [B + . X&l are obtained from items [C + yl l UyJ and [C + yl l U’y$], 
respectively, in basis(s). If U = U’, then either U is not chain independent, which is 
impossible, or A = B, as desired. If U # U’, then, since FIRST(U) n FIRST( U’) f 8, 
G is not a simple chain grammar. 
This concludes the proof of the claim. 
Now suppose that G is not LR(0). Then there is some LR(0) state set s of G which 
contains two or rjore inconsistent i ems. There are two cases (see Def. 2.4 in [S]): 
(i) A shift/reduce conflict. There are two items [A + al . aa*] and [B -, p l ] in s, 
where cyl, a2, p E V* and a E T. Since @ f e we have that [B + @ l ] is in basis(s). 
There are two cases: 
(a) cy 1 f e. It follows that al = 6, A = B and P is not prefix-free which is 
impossible. 
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(b) cyl = E. In this case there exists a production B + flX4 in P, where X4 E NV* 
and X $ A.$ for some # E V*, and also in this case we have that P is not 
prefix-free, which is impossible. 
(ii) A reduce/reduce conflict. There are two items [A + a! 9 ] and [B + /3 l ] in s. 
Since G is e-free a # E # p and both items belong to basis(s). It follows from the 
claim that A = B and Q! = p, so that, in fact, no conflict exists in s. 
It follows that every simple chain grammar is an LR(0) grammar. 
Observe that, since we are only concerned with c-free grammars, the combination 
of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 does not lead to the incorrect result that any LL( 1) 
grammar (not necessarily e-free) is an LR(0) grammar. Clearly every simple 
LL(l) grammar is a simple chain grammar. The class of simple chain grammars is 
properly included in the LR(0) grammars since the cfg with only productions 
S+aB, S+eB, B+cD, B+cF, D+b and F+b is LR(0) but it is not a simple 
chain grammar. 
4. Simple chain languages 
In this section we show that the class of simple chain languages coincides with the 
class of simple LL( 1) (or simple deterministic) languages. First we show that every 
simple chain grammar can be transformed to an equivalent simple chain grammar in 
Greibach normal form (GNF). A ransformation which is similar to ours can be found 
in [7 j where it is shown that each strict deterministic grammar can be transformed to 
a strict deterministic grammar in GNF. 
Observation. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar. Let A E N and 
a E FIRST(A). Then the chain from A to a in CH(A) is uniquely determined and 
therefore also its length. Let this length be n$. If A +; aa! for some a! E V*, then 
n 2nz. 
Theorem 4.1. Each simple chain grammar can be transformed toan equivalent simple 
chain grammar in GNF. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar. Let 
P’={A+aru IAEN,CYE V” andaETsuchthatA$ncu} 
and let G’ = (N, T, P’, S). In this way G’ is well defined, G’ has no &-productions and 
hroreover G’ is in pseudo-GNF. Cfg G’ can be reduced in the usual way [l]. 
Claim 1. G’ is a simple chain grammar. 
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hoof of Cfuim 1. Consider Def. 2.1. Assume. P’ is not prefix-free, so that there exist 
productions A 3 (Y and A + (YP in P’ with 6 :f E. Then by definition of P’ there exist 
derivations A *T ar and A +T cup in G with @ Z e. Since G is a simple chain 
grammar it follows from Theorem 2.1 that this is nat possible. Thus P’ is prefix-free. 
Now assume there exist A EN, (Y, 4, # E V* and X9 YE V with X # Y such that 
A + aXt#~ and A --s aY$ are in P’. Let Q! f 8 and let (‘)(Y = a. Then both derivations 
can be written as A # aX4 and A a? a! Ye and by Theorem 2.3 X+ Y. If ar = e, 
then X and Y are in T, X # Y and hence X+ Y. This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
It is not difficult to see that transforming G’ in pseudo-GNF to a cfg in GNF by 
replacing terminals inside productions does not disturb the simple chain properties of 
G’. Therefore we may assume G’ is in GNF. 
Claim 2. L(G) = L(G’). 
Proqfof Claim 2. It is clear that for any w E T*, S +T w in G’ implies S *f w in G. 
For the converse consider A +; w in G. If n = 1, then trivially also A =Sr w in G’. 
Suppose that A *F w in G implies A 37 w in G’ be true for all derivations of length 
less than n in G. Factor the derivation A*? w in G to get A& QCY, where it is 
assumed that ?V = a. By construction A + QCY is in P’. Let a! = A IA2 l l l A, E N*. 
Notice that according to the remark following Claim 1 we may assume a! E N*. Each 
Ai derives a subword of w, that is Ai +T wi in G for 1 s i s m and w = 
aw1w2 l l l IV,. Since these derivations are of length less than n, Ai & w: in G’. The 
combination of A + aA 1 . l l A, is in P’ and Ai +F wi in G’ gives A *? w in G’. 
Therefore also S +T w in G implies S +F w in G’. It follows that L(G’) = L(G). 
This proves Claim 2 and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is now complete. 
Exampie 4.1. Consider the cfg G with only productions S + Au, S + Ab, A + BbS, 
A + BdS, A + a and B + c. G is a simple chain grammar. The transformation 
(followed by reduction) yields a cfg with productions S + ua, S + ab, S + cbSu, 
S+ c&a, S + cbSb and S + cdSb which is a cfg in pseudo-GNF. Replacing the 
terminals yields S + aA, S + oB, S + cBSA, S + cDSA, S + cBSB, S + cDSB, A + a, 
B -, b and D + d, which is a simple chain grammar in GNF. 
The next step in this section is the transformation from a simple chain grammar in 
GNF to a simple LL(l) grammar (see Def. 1.2). This transformation is a simple 
process of left factoring until for each a E T and A E N there remains at most one 
production A + acy, for some a! E V*. The idea of left factoring, which amounts to 
replacing productions as A + a/3 and A -, CUT, p # ‘y, by productions A -+ CUQ, Q + @ 
and Q + ‘y, is well-known and appears in many papers, among others in [ 12,231. The 
definition of simple chain grammars is such that this process of left factoring can 
always be continued in such a way that the resulting grammar is a simple LL(l) 
grammar. 
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Nutation. All productions with left-hand side A E N whose right-hand sides start with 
cu~V* are in P(A,ar). Hence P(A,cu)={*4aa~~P]~~v*}. Let A+cwl and 
A + CYZ be two productions in P. The longest string Q! E TN* (since we may assume 
that the simple chain grammars are in GNF) such that Q! is both a prefix of cyl and (Ye, 
is caiied the common prefix of A + QI~ and A + CQ. Similarly we can define the 
common prefix of a set of productions. For example, the common prefix of a set 
P(A, a) is the longest string a! E UN* such that Q! is a prefix of all right-hand sides of 
the productions in P(A, a). 
Transformation. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar in GNF. The cfg G 
will be transformed to a simple LL(l) grammar G’ = (N’, T, P’, S). Initialiy set 
N’ = N and P’ = 0 (the empty set). 
Let R be the set consisting of all pairs (A, a) such that there is at least one 
production A + aa, for some ar E V*, in P. Hence 
R={(A,a)IA+aa!EPforsomecuE V*}. 
The elements of R are numbered in an arbitrary way. Starting with the first element 
we shall consider for each element (A, a) E R the set P(A, a). Initially P(A, a) = 
{A + ac#~ E P 14 E N”}. The set P(A, a) is not fixed but will change in the course of the 
computation. 
Step 1. (i) Let IP(A, a)1 = 1. Then add the only production of P(A, a) to P’. If all 
the elements of R have been considered go to Step 2. Otherwise start again with the 
next element of R. 
(ii) Let IP(A, a)1 > 1. Consider a! E aN’* such that a! satisfies 
(a) a! is a common prefix of at least two productions in P(A, a), and 
(b) there are no productions A --, a~$ and A -) a+, 4 # rl/, in P(A, a) with 
common prefix cy ’ such that (Y is a proper prefix of cy ‘. 
If IP(A, Q)I = n, then denote its elements by {A + aX$i 1 1~ i s n). Replace in 
P(A, a) the subset P(A, a) by the single production A + cy[Aa, X&I, . . . y X&J, 
where [Acu, Xl&, . . . . Xn#,J is a newly introduced nonterminal which is added to 
N’. Repeat Step 1. 
Step 2. For each newly introduced nonterminal of the form G = 
[BP, Y&l,. . ‘3 Y,&,,] add uo P’ for each i, 1 s i sm, the set of productions 
{Q+J& I YI:-*~EP’l* 
Stq 3. Remove all useless nonterminals and productions. 
Remark. In general ac in Step 1 (ii) is not uniquely determined. If there is more than 
one such CY, then it does not matter which one is taken first. Notice tha:: since G is in 
GNF the strings Yitii, 1 <i em, are in N’*. A newiy introduced nonterminal 
BP, Y&, . . .p Y&J is associated by BP with the productions in P(B, p) from 
which it is obtained. This association is not necessary but it is done to facilitate the 
proof which will follow. 
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Example 4.2. Consider the simple chain grammar in GNF with the following list of 
productions: 
S-CA A-,aBD A+aAB D-+8 
A + aBCBD A+aBA A+f B+b 
A + aBCBA A+aACA D+d C+c. 
The subsequent results of Step 1 on P(A, a) can be given in the following order: 
(1) For my = ~BCB. A +aBCBD and A + aBCBA- are replaced by 
A + d?CBQo, wfiere Q. = [AaBCB, D, Al. 
i(2) For (Y = al?. A + aBCBQo, A + aBD and A + aBA are replaced by A + 
aBQ,, where Qt = [AaB, CBQO, D, Al. 
(3) For CY = a-4. A +aACA and A -, aAB are replaced by A + aAQz, where 
Qz = [AuA, CA, B]. 
(4) For ar = a (the common prefix of P(A, a)). A + aAQ2 and A -- aBQl are 
replaced by A -, aQ3, where CS = [Aa, AQ2, BQJ. 
The results of Step 2 for Qo, Q1, Qz and QS are 
Qo+d QI + cBQo Ql+f Q+fQ2 
Qee Qt+d QPCA Q3 + ~QI 
Qo+ aQ3 Qee Qz+b 
Qo+f QI -, aQ3 Q3+aQ3Q2. 
‘meorem 4.2. Each simple chain grammar can be transformed toan equivalent simple 
LL( I) grammar. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 we may assume that G = (N, T, P, S) is a simple chain 
grammar in GNF. Let G’ = (N’, T, P’, S) be the cfg which is obtained by the 
preceding transformation. The proof that G’ is a simple LL(l) grammar which is 
equivalent o G is divided into three claims. 
Claim 1. Let Q = [AcY, Xl&, . . . , X,&J be a newly introduced nonterminal. Then 
eachXi,lsisn,isinN andif i#j,wherelsi, j”n,thenXi#XjandXifXk 
Proof of Claim 1. Observe that the prefix Q! in Step 1 (ii) is always in TN* (that is, it 
does not contain newly introduced nonterminals). Moreover, since all the produc- 
tions in P(A, (u) are considered at the same time we can not have productions 
A + arQ’4 for some newly introduced Q’ and 4 E N’* and A + arB@ for some B E N 
and q? E N’“. ‘IINS each Xi& in Q has Xi EN. Moreover, for i f j, Xi Z Xj since 
otherwise the (Y which was chosen was not the longest applicable prefix as is 
demanded in Step 1 (ii)(b). Since Xi, .& E N there exist productions A + aXi and 
A + tzX,-t,b in P, for some 4 and q5 in V*. For i # j we have Xi # Xi and since P is the 
set of productions for the simple chain grammar G, we have Xi+XF 
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Claim 2. G’ is a simple LL(l) grammar. 
Proof of Claim 2. We have to show that for e:ch nonterminal A in N’ and each 
terminal a E T there is at most one production A + acy in P’, for some CY E V’*. A set 
P(A, a), where A E N and Q G T, is reduced to only one production whose right-hand 
side has as prefix the common prefix of P(A, a). After Step 1 has been performed, for 
each A E N and a E T there is at most one production A + ua! in P’ for some (Y E N’*. 
In Step 2 productions are introduced for the new nonterminals of the form 
Q = [Aa, &41, . . . , Xn#,]. Since by Claim 1 Xi+Xj for i # j we can not have 
Xi + ay and Xj + ay’ for some a E T and 7, 7’~ V’“. Therefore, for any newly 
introduced Q and for any a E T there is also at most one production in P(Q, a). This 
concludes the proof that G’ is a simple LL(l) grammar. 
Claim 3. L(G) = L(G’). 
Proof of Claim 3. In Fig. 1 the transformation is illustrated. Only local trans- 
formations as presented i,-: tk is figure are performed. Therefore the transformation is
language preserving. 
A- A 
ax 0 a o 
A /I 
Y YO 
Fig. 1. Transformation to simple LL( 1) grammars. 
From Claim 2 and Claim 3 it follows that the transformation yields an equivalent 
simple LL( 1) grammar. 
Example 4.3. We give the results of the transformation applied on two simple chain 
grammars. Let G1 be the cfg with productions 
S+aSA A+bS 
S+aA /I + c. 
Then the transformation yields 
S+aQ Q+c 
Q+clQA A+bS 
Q+bS A+c. 
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Let Ga be the cfg with productions 
S+aSA A+dC B+b 
S-raA A+b C+c. 
A+dB A+c 
Then the transformation yields 
Since each simple LL(l) grammar is a simple chain grammar and since it is 
decidable whether two simple LL(1) grammars are equivalent [13], we have the 
following corollary. 
CotoIIaty 4.1. (i) The simple chain grammars generate xactly the class of simple 
LL( 1) (or simpk deterministic) languages. 
(ii) It is decidable whether two simple chain grammars are equivalent. 
In the second part of this section we take a more general ook at transformations 
from simple chain grammars to simple LL(l) grammars. Some of the difficulties 
which appear if we try to describe structure-preserving properties of transformations 
of context-free grammars are already present at the level of simple chain grammars. 
First we need some preliminaries on deterministic pushdown transducers and on 
covers. 
DefMion 4.1. A deterministic pushdown transducer (dpdt for short) is an eight- 
tuple P = (Q, T, I’, A, 8, qo, Zo, F) where Q is a finite set of states. T, P, and A are 
alphabets and S is a mapping from Q x (T u {E)) x f to Q x P x A * such that if 
S(q, a, 2) is defined, then S(q, E, 2) is undefined and if S(q, E, 2) is defined, then 
6(q, a, Z) is undefined for all a E T. Further, qo E Q is the initial state, Z. E P is the 
start symbol, and F c Q is the set of accepting states. A configuration of P is a 
four-tuple (q, w, CY, y) in Q x T* x p x A*. If 6(q, a, 2) = (r, cy, z) we write 
(q, ax, Zy, y) t- (r, x, cuy, yz). In the usual way the move I- is extended to I-+ and t-*. 
The translation defined by P is the set 
7(P) = {(x, y) 1 (90, x, 20, E) ? (q, e, cy, y) for some q E F and QI E I**}. 
The language accepted by P is the set L(P) = {x 1 (x, y) E T(P)}. L(P) is said to be a 
deterministic language. A dpdt is said to be a simple dpdt if it has only one state, it has 
no E-rules (i.e., rules of the form S(q, E, 2) = . . . ,forsomeZcrandqEQ)andafter 
the input is accepted the pushdown stack is empty. 
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We assume the reader is familiar with these concepts and ws do not go into details. 
The second condition will turn out to be essential for the main result of the remainder 
of this section. 
Definition 4.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) and G’ = (N’, T, P’, S’) be two cfg*s. Let x, 
y E {‘left’, ‘right’} and let h : P’* + P* be a homomorphism such that 
(i) if 7~’ isan x-parse for w E L(G’) with respect o G’, then h (?T’) is a y-parse for w 
with respect o G, and 
(ii) if 7~ is a y-parse for w E L(G) with respect o G, then there exists V’ such that 
h(tr’) = ‘TT and 7~’ is an x-parse of w with respect o G’. 
If in (i) and (ii) both x and y are replaced by ‘left’, then G’ is said to left-cover G. If x 
is replaced by ‘left’ and y is replaced by ‘right’, then we say that G’ left-to-right covers 
G. If both x and y are replaced by ‘right’ then G’ is said to right-cover G. 
NOW consider the following relationships between covers and dpdt’s. For more 
details the reader is referred to [17]. Suppose the dpdt R acts as a left parser for the 
cfg G’, that is, for each w E L(G’) R accepts w and R produces a left parse of w with 
respect o G’ and if w ti L(G’), then w is not accepted. Let G’ left cover a cfg G =with 
the associated cover-homomorphism h.For each q, r E Q, a E T, 2 E I-‘, CR E r* and 
y E A * such that S(q, a, 2) = (r, cy, y), replace this rule by S(q, a, 27) = (r, CY, h(y)). 
Then it is clear that the resulting dpdt is a left parser for G. In case G’ left-to-right 
covers G, then the resulting dpdt is a right parser for G. 
Armed with these observations we can attack the cover prob!ems. There exist cfg’s 
for which there is no dpdt whi& acts as a left parser ([17]). One can easily verify that 
one of these grammars is the simple chain grammar G with productions S + aEc, 
S+ aEd, E + aEb and E + ab (Example 2.3). 
Now suppose G is left covered by some simple LL(l) grammar G’. It is obvious 
how to construct a (simple) dpdt for G’ which acts as a left parser. However, 
since G’ left covers G we can replace the rules of this dpdt in such a way that we 
obtain a left parser for G. But this is in contradiction with the property of G that 
there is no such left parser. Hence we can conclude that any transformation 
from simple chain grammars to simple LL(l) grammars will not, in general, 
yield a left cover, 
Now we consider the possibility of a left-to-right cover. From a point of view of 
parsing this is the interesting case. Instead of parsing with respect o the simple chain 
grammar (to obtain right parses) we would like to parse with respect o the simple 
LL( 1) grammar (which would yield left parses). Now, if the simple LL(l) grammar 
left-to-right covers the simple chain grammar, then we can parse with respect o the 
simple LL(l) grammar and by applying the cover-homomorphism on the lett p3rses 
we can obtain the right parses with respect to the simple chain grammar. 
Unfortunately the transformation which we gave in the first part of this section does 
not yield such a left-to-right cover. 
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Esample 4.4. Consider the cfg G1 with (labeled) productions 
1. S+aBC 5. B+e 
2. S+aBD 6. C+c 
3. B+aB 7. D+d. 
4. B+d 
Left-factoring G1 in the way we did in this section does not yield a left-to-right cover. 
In this case left-factoring yields the cfg Gi with productions 
1. S+aBQ 4. B+e 
2. B+aB 5. Q+c 
3. B+d 6. Q+d. 
One can easily verify that left parses with respect 
cover-homomorphism on right parses of G1. 
o Gi can not be mapped bY any 
Clearly this example does not exclude the possibility of the existence of a 
transformation (different from ours) from simple chain grammars to simple LL(l) 
grammars which will yield such a left-to-right cover. We can, however, use the same 
type of reasoning as given above to show the non-existence ofsuch a transformation. 
First we have the following claim which again makes use of the cfg G1 of Example 
4.4. 
clrrim. 
&-t&S. 
7Xere does not exist a dpdt which acts as a right parser for G1 and which has no 
Proof. (sketch). L(G1) = L1 u L2 u L3 u Ld, where & = {a*+‘dc 1n 2 0}, L2 = 
(a “+‘ec 1 n 201, L3 = {a*+ldd 1 n 3 0) and Ld = {a*+‘ed 1n 2 0). The sets of right 
parses for these sets are R1={4 3” 6 IlnsO} R2={53”61In~O}, Ra= 
{43”721n~O}andR~={53”721 n a 0}, respectively. For any dpdt which acts as a 
right parser the first symbol on the output tape should be a 4 or a 5, depending on 
whether an+‘d or a*+’ e is a prefix of the string which has to be parsed. In both cases 
the dpdt can not emit this first symbol until the d or e has been read. After a”+’ has 
been read there are only two symbols left on the input tape while an unbounded 
amount of output symbols must be generated. Therefore the dpdt needs e-rules. 
Now suppose there exists a simple LL(l) grammar Gi which left-to-right covers 
G1. It is obvious how to construct a (simple) dpdt for Gi which acts as a left parser 
and which has no E-rules. Since Gi left-to-right covers G1 we can change the rules of 
this dpdt in such a way that we obtain a right parser (without &-rules) for Gl. This 
contradicts the claim and therefore we must conclude that there is no such left-to- 
right cover. 
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Corollary 4.2. There is no trar,sformation from simple chain grammars 
LL(l) grammars which yields a left-cover or a left-to-right cover. 
to simple 
This negative result for left-to-right covers can readily be extended to simple 
LL( 1) grammars, that is, there is no transformation from simple LL( 1) grammars to 
simple LL(l) gramr~ars which yields a left-to-right cover; the cfg with productions 
S + uB, B -+ uB(blc is a simple LL( 1) grammar and cannot be left-to-right covered 
with a simple LL(1) grammar. A proof similar to the argument used above is 
straightforward. 
As 
right 
a last result 
parser f\-r a 
of this section we consider 
simple chain grammar. 
the construction of dpdt which acts as a 
Construction 4,l.. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a simple chain grammar. Let the elements 
of P be numbered and let A be the set which consists of these numbers. Let R = ({q}, 
T, C A, 4 q, W (SD, be a dpdt, where 
P={[Aa!]IA+@nPforsomeAENanda,@ V*}. 
Instead of [AE] we write [A]. The function 6 is defined in the following way: 
(i) For each i = A + a in P let 8(q, E, [Aa!]) = (q, 8, i). 
(ii) Let [Aa] E Psuch that A + Cup in P for some p # e. If X&l l - . Xn E GH(“‘p), 
then 
(a) if X0 = Xn E T, then S(q, Xn, [Aa]) = (q, [AaXo], E), otherwise 
(b) S(q, Xti, [Aal) = (q, l-K-An1 l . l ~XSI~[A~X~, d=
The proof that this construction indeed yields a well-defined dpdt which acts as a 
right parser is straightforward and is therefore left to the reader. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced a proper subclass of the LR(0) grammars, the 
class of simple chain grammars. We have shown that every simple chain grammar is 
prefix-free and their languages coincide with the simple deterministic languages. 
Roblems concerning covers were investigated and a deterministic pushdown trans- 
ducer which acts as a right parser was constructed. 
We presented atransformation from a simple chain grammar to a simple deter- 
ministic grammar. Another transformation, which does not utilize the propertkg of 
simple chain grammars (and which can be used for any non-left-recursive g.ram.mar) 
’ Notice that the top of the pushdown stack is on the left. 
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will be used in [21]. For cover results which are not in this paper the reader is referred 
to [20]. Extension of the definition of a simple chain grammar with look-ahead will 
give rise to questions concerning relationships with classes of grammars defined in [9] 
and [22]. 
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